
             eading Jim Murray's Whisky Bible,
one name jumped out at me as I frankly
hadn’t ever heard of it before. “The Last
drop” * category winner (prestige), award-
ed 96.5/100 in Jim’s rigorous ratings for the
finest Whiskies.
Even the most reputable, established & fin-
est of fine whisky cannot boast ratings any-
where near 96.5! – To put it into context,

‘The Last Drop’s blend’ was ranked higher
than almost all others from virtually 3,000
whiskies. The Whisky Bible doesn’t usually
get it wrong? So who were they?
The Last Drop wasn’t part of a multi-nation-
al; its blend wasn’t developed through focus
groups and teams of scientists. It appeared
this was a small enterprise created by three
retired connoisseurs and run by four great
friends & experts. James Espey, Tom Jago
and Peter Fleck set their sights to create
some of (if not the) finest Scotch Whiskies
and Cognacs on the market... A huge ambi-
tion for anyone, let alone three retired pio-
neers of the drinks industry. Ben Howkins,
another great name of the Industry later
lent his considerable expertise and skill to
this goal and to the group.
To better understand these men, and conse-
quently the drink, it’s worth looking briefly
at their history to see who they are today
and why their products are what they are!

James Espey  has been a director of major
international whisky companies for almost
forty years, from Gilbeys, IDV, United Distill-
ers, Seagram & Whyte & Mackay. He has
contributed notably to the creation and de-
velopment of most of the world’s greatest
Scotch whisky brands – names like J&B Rare,
Johnnie Walker, Chivas Regal, The Classic
Malts, Johnnie Walker Blue Label and many
others. He is also creator and founder of
Scotland’s leading international Whisky soci-
ety, The Keepers of the Quaich.  James is a
remarkable man, and only his charm comes
close to his considerable knowledge - experi-
ence he is happy to pass on, addressing the
University of Edinburgh Business School’s
MBA students on the pitfalls of business.

Peter Fleck.   Peter has spent his life in the
drink trade of South Africa, moving from
wine to sprits at Gilbeys (now Diageo).  He
created many local and international brands,
the most famous being Malibu, which he
originated and developed to international
fame with his partners James Espey and
Tom Jago. He was responsible for the ex-
traordinary growth of brands like Smirnoff
Vodka, and later of J&B Rare Scotch and
Chivas Regal.   He now lives in the Cape
where he consults for many international
drinks companies.

Ben Howkins. In 1963, Ben Howkins was
the youngest person to be awarded the
Vintners Scholarship. After being the MD
of Morgan Furze, he became wine adviser
to Lord Rothschild and in 93’ he co-found-
ed the Royal Tokaji Wine Company in
Hungary. Ben later joined The Last Drop
to add his own expertise and knowledge.
Very few, if any, can match his achieve-
ments and awards in the field. He has
also authored “Rich, Rare & Red, A Guide
to Port”.
Tom Jago Following a scholarship at Ox-
ford and service in the Royal Navy during
WWII, Tom  embarked upon a career in
advertising – “I wound up like many peo-
ple with some wit (but no sense of direc-
tion), in advertising”. Eventually he was
employed by one of his clients, Gilbeys'.
He led the team that developed new ide-
as on old themes, like Croft Original Pale
Cream Sherry and Le Piat D’Or - brands
which revolutionised British drinking hab-
its forever. He cooperated with the ‘gang
of three’ in the invention of Bailey’s Irish
Cream and Malibu.
Together they have worked on some of
the most famous names in Scotch whisky
and Cognac. Names like Johnnie Walker
Blue Label, Hennessy, Chivas Regal 18
Years Old, Martell, Royal Lochnagar, Impe-
rial Blue, Royal Stag, Chivas Brothers’ Re-
volve, The Classic Malts.   These honed
the partners’ palates to a keen edge that
appears to have lasted to this day.
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The Last Drop, embracing future challenges whilst looking back to better times.



“Malibu was actually invented in Stellenbosch,
South Africa, by Peter Fleck and introduced &
developed by myself.” James Espey

James & Peter were University friends at Cape Town & later
worked together at Gilbeys SA. In the 1960’s, Tom Jago worked
in London for IDV as a successful marketing & ad man. Away from
the drinks industry, Tom was the man responsible for putting the
Lion mark on eggs! A surprising achievement, legacy or just a
dinner party fact - one we all see daily without ever really consid-
ering from where or from whom it came.

James, Peter and Tom’s paths crossed in this time & due to their
creative similarities, a connection was made between them. Fate
brought James to London in 1977 when he headed up Global
Marketing for IDV and he worked closely with Tom (who was
tasked with inventing and creating new products). Peter too
worked closely with them, inventing and developing utterly un-
predictable, ground breaking products – brands we now take for
granted, but at the time, brands that broke the mould.

James and Tom in particular were most maverick. Willing to
ignore the critics, question convention and ruffle a few feathers.

"It was great fun," James says. "At the time IDV was a very innova-
tive organisation; we had a laboratory and were just told to come
up with new ideas. Malibu was actually invented in Stellenbosch,
South Africa, by Peter Fleck and myself. In 1979 we imported the
first bottles of what was then a brand sensationally successfully
in its native country, but unknown elsewhere called Cocorico into
Harlow, Essex. We couldn't register the name Cocorico so we
changed it to Malibu and came up with the slogan ' It comes from
paradise and tastes like heaven'. The rest is history. It now has a
major distillery in Barbados and must be worth around a billion
dollars. It's a true Caribbean brand, but it was invented in South
Africa in the midst of apartheid when the country was the pariah
of the world." Despite its great success, it won’t win many tasting
awards, but does what it was commercially intended to do.

Bailey’s too was designed to fulfil a niche. Tom recalls “Before we
launched Bailey’s Irish Cream, we did some research, since we
had no idea what people would think of it. We did four focus
groups; the reaction to Bailey’s was unanimous – everyone hated
it”. What he did was probably more telling than the tasting’s
verdict, “I took the decision not to report these results to anyone,
and went ahead with the product. The stuff sold faster than we
could make it, and we never looked back.” All of this for a
product that was designed as a chocolate bar drink’. James
reformulated Tom’s initial recipe for the drink as apparently “a
pencil could stand on its point in the middle of a glass!”

Its hard to imagine corporate life at one of the world’s great
companies operating so imaginatively and without constraint.

“These days big companies don’t tend to invent drinks, they
buy them” Tom commented.
The brands invented and developed by Tom, Peter and James
now contribute an estimated £10-15 Billion to the UK econo-
my. Not all of their creations worked quite so successfully. On
one occasion the trio attempted to launch a rival to the Ger-
man white wine Blue Nun called Night Music, packaged in the
same shaped bottle with a crescent moon. It didn’t strike a
chord, sadly - one reason being that most of the bottles in its
first shipment “contained added protein - namely flies, bugs
and beetles!”.

The three got back together in 2008 to launch their own firm,
The Last Drop Distillers, a small company which sources and
sells premium distilled spirits.  As James remarked, “We don’t
need or want to sell this to big shops, we prefer to put it in our
own car if needed and drop it off to a dinner party!”

 By design, ‘The Last Drop’ selects those unique flavours,
those few barrels, those missing and hidden diamonds that
encompass the tastes and virtues that make them who they
are.  Ben, a vastly experienced and recognised author and
expert in wine and spirits commented “Quality, Age and Sen-
sation – these are the aspects important to me. It all comes
down to the perfect balance. Where you have everything,
drawing in the different aromas, inhaling the age and experi-
ence. Taking you to that private, satisfied smile. If I was to go
to gallery, I might notice one or two vivid paintings. Upon
adjustment, I might notice another, one which takes your
breath away – irrespective of personal preferences ...again, it
comes down to balance for the purpose of sensation”.

James, Tom, Peter and Ben don’t need to follow the party
line any longer – not that they really used to. They can now
discover those lost flavours, those treasured blends long for-
gotten and rare in number their passion and palates always

“the reaction to Bailey’s was unanimous –
everyone hated it” Tom Jago

“I was responsible for putting the lion mark on the
egg!” – Tom Jago



James in particular was always willing to push the boundaries, take
risks and do things differently. “We believed there is a virtue in
very old, limited quantity, gems. Big companies are only interested
in volumes. Big companies design products for the masses and
produce them accordingly. I guess they have to. They have to
manage by committees, our decisions are not based upon finance

- a committee is a collection of individuals who don’t have the
capacity to make decisions so collectively agree that they cannot
decide! We can give the consumer a Vintage Bugatti, built with
love at every stage by skilled craftsmen; absolutely irreplaceable.
It’s hard to deliver the same feeling with a Mercedes Benz –
however good the car. Society has too few leaders and too many
managers”.

Through their almost limitless experience they knew lots of people
and lots of places where there simply weren’t the volumes to
market commercially. These barrels however don’t always guaran-
tee the finest results. As Tom stated “I’ve drunk literally thousands
of whiskies, but none had come even close to the Last Drop Blend.
What we seek, and so seldom find, is great age which retains
youthful freshness.” In 2008, in an old warehouse of the Auchen-
toshan distillery, Tom, James and Peter, found three hidden casks
of aged blended Scotch whisky.

 "When I first picked up the sample, I was amazed by the youth-
ful freshness of the nose and taste," recalls Jago. "I didn’t know
then that it was almost 50 years old." The dark-amber spirit has
remained surprisingly fresh and generous, and it exhibits amaz-
ing depth and a near-perfect texture of fine silk. These qualities,
Jago says, pay tribute to the unknown man who put together
the original 1960 blend, which was vatted and put into new
sherry casks when the component whiskies were a minimum of
12 years old.

Many of the distilleries from which the whiskies originally came
have long since ceased to exist, but it is believed that spirits
from Millburn, near Inverness, as well as spirits from distilleries
on Scotland’s peat-rich outer islands, are among the 70 malt
whiskies and 12 grain whiskies that the blend contains. Over
several decades, evaporation—or, in cellar parlance, "the angels’
share"—claimed 75 percent of the blend, which accounts for a
minute release of just 1,347 bottles worldwide. Bottled at cask
strength (104 proof) with no chilling, filtering, or coloration, this
trophy whisky exhibits aromas of toast, plum, prune, bitter-
sweet chocolate, sherry wood, dark molasses, soft herbs, &
dried fruits.



Discovery, I believe, is at the heart of connoisseurship. The search, the adventure - the pleasure of the hunt. Imagining the place it was
made and the lives of those that made it. These factors influence the taste and ambience of the drink. This is just as true as with great
works of art, great inventions and philosophisers. It tends to improve the taste of a meal or the cut of cloth when we know who selected
it, who made it, who designed it.  James, for example has literally just been made the Chairman of an Indian Drinks company - Sainov Ltd.,
and will surely bring his blend of wisdom, experience and humour as well as that pioneering spirit so rare these days.

These rare traits are exactly those that can be found in both the Cognac and Whisky blends from the Last Drop. The Last Drop certainly
isn’t a cheap alternative, nor an impulse. There are only 1300 odd bottles that will ever be made (with 500 or so left as I write), but The
Last Drop doesn’t want you to collect it. They would love you to enjoy and savour it. They have, however, included a full miniature with
each box, so that one can have a taste without broaching the whole, wax-sealed, bottle on your first sitting!

Comparisons are hard, and often misleading, howev-
er, in trying to compare each man to a familiar person-
ality, I couldn’t decide whether they were Larry
Ellison for his defiance, Steve Jobs for his innovation,
Simon Cowell for his single mindedness or Brian
Clough for his obstinacy, belief and natural instinct.
Probably a combination of all four.

In getting to know these intriguing and charismatic
men, I believe I have understood their quest. They
didn’t have to find this blend; they don’t really need
to sell the drink. What they want is to share their life
and the beauty that is within each bottle. The expert
tasters all unanimously agree, this really is one of the
finest Whiskies you will ever see. The industry needs
these retired old connoisseurs to introduce and mod-
ernise new standards and methods to enjoy each
glass to its very last ...drop.
Have a look through these websites:
www.lastdropdistillers.com
www.infiniumspirits.com (US Distributor)

Joel Roberts


